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STUDENT GOVERNMENT

STUDENT SENATE
S14RS
SGR No. 3
BY: SENATORS ZERKUS AND BRIANNA BOURGEAIS

A RESOLUTION

TO URGE AND REQUEST THE 2015 BAYOU COUNTRY SUPERFEST TO SEEK GARTH BROOKS AS A HEADLINE ACT

PARAGRAPHS:

1. WHEREAS, Garth Brooks is planning a world tour in the coming months and;

2. WHEREAS, Garth Brooks’ song “Callin’ Baton Rouge” is a tradition before every home football game most other home or on campus sporting events and;

3. WHEREAS, Garth Brooks is known to draw large crowds and;

4. WHEREAS, Bayou Country Superfest has repeatedly signed big acts, such as George Strait and Reba McEntire, and;

5. WHEREAS, Garth Brooks performing in Tiger Stadium for Bayou Country Superfest would be a truly unique experience.

6. THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT SENATE TO URGE AND REQUEST THE 2015 BAYOU COUNTRY SUPERFEST TO SEEK GARTH BROOKS AS A HEADLINE ACT AND;

7. BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT A COPY OF THIS RESOLUTION BE TRANSMITTED TO FESTIVAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.-NEW ORLEANS PRESS OFFICE AND BOB DOYLE, LONG TIME MANAGER FOR GARTH BROOKS.

8. THIS RESOLUTION SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE BY A SIMPLE MAJORITY (1/2) VOTE OF THE LSU STUDENT SENATE AND SIGNATURE BY THE PRESIDENT, UPON LAPSE OF TIME FOR PRESIDENTIAL ACTION, OR IF VETOED BY THE PRESIDENT AND SUBSEQUENTLY APPROVED BY THE SENATE, ON THE DATE OF SUCH APPROVAL.
APPROVED:

_________________________  _______________________
ALEX W. GRASHOFF            JOHN S. WOODARD
SPEAKER OF THE SENATE       STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT

DATE:____________________  DATE:____________________